Re-review of paper #angeo-2018-6 – "Relative locations of the polar boundary of the outer electron radiation belt and the equatorial boundary of the auroral oval" by Riazanteseva et al.

Overall comment

In this revised manuscript, the authors have addressed all my comments in a satisfactory way. To my mind, the paper is now clear and reaches substantial conclusions of interest for the scientific community. I therefore recommend the paper for publication, provided the few technical corrections given below are made.

Copyediting and typesetting

- p. 1, l. 27: high-apogee
- p. 4, l. 1: whether the trapping boundary
- p. 8, l. 11: as separate measures
- p. 10, l. 9: so the increasing of --> so an increase in
- p. 11, l. 2: Investigacin --> Investigación; Tecnologa --> Tecnología